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UCF.baseball team extends win streak to 23 games in a row- see Sports, p. 16

Future
Bacteria's source in education building remains a mystery
6y RYAN ANDERSON
News editor

Almost three weeks after two
UCF education building ·employees
were diagnosed with whatappeared to
be Legionaire' s Disease, Orange
County Public Health Officials have
been unable to find any trace of
Legionella bacteria.
Nine samples from UCF airconditioningducts, sinks, showers and

a pond-all tested in Jacksonvillefound no trace ofl..egionella, the bacteria thatcausesl..egionaire' sDisease.
'We may never be al;>le to find
the source," Said Bill Toth, an epidemiologist in Orange County's Public
Health Unit
Although each of the nine
samples came back negative, health
officials will continue to search for the
source of the disease by questioning
about 30 people who could have been

exposed to the bacteria in the Education Building.
Besides questioning people
who may have been exposed to
Legionaire's, blood tests are under
way to determine whether the two
employees believed to have been infected with Legionaire's Disease did
in fact have Legionaire's, or another
flu-like illness. Although both of the
employees had high fevers, they did
not develop any other symptoms usu-

ally associated with the disease.
Legionaire' s Disease is sometiIJleS fatal However, if it is caught
early enough, it can be successfully
treated with antibiotic~, as was the
case at UCF.
The Education Building's air
conditioning system and some of
the plumbing were treated with a
disinfectant following the first two
reported cases ofl..egionaire's Disease. -

Legionaire's Disease first
drew national atteqtion about 20·
years ago when· American Legion
Members meeting in a Philadelphia
hotel were stricken by a mysterious
and, at that time, unidentified infec-_
tion. Of those exposed, 27 died.
Legionaire's Disease generally attacks the immune system of
people over the age of 50, smokers,
or people with a prior history of
respiratory problems.

1be highs and lows of Prozac on campus
By JAMES HIBBERD
College~ Service
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A student from the Lake Howell High School waterpolo
team practices in the UCF pool, Tuesday morning. The
school is renting the pool for a week during Spring Break.

Sally was not happy.
-So she dropped out of school.
''Being smart was never my
problem. Actual1y going to school
was, s~ said.
Sally still was not happy.
So she began taking drugs.
Arilphetamines-crank,mainly--0h,
and coke.
Still not happy, Sally sought
solace from gang members.
''I was into very unhealthy relationships."
For five years, Sally's family
desperately sought to retrieve some
semblance of the Sally they used to
know. The anxious, self-destructive
person who slept all day and disappeared at night was a stranger. But
kindnessdidn'twork.Neitherdidreasoning nor punishment By the time
Sally was bulimic, her family decided
hospitaliZ:ation was the key and a year
of intense therapy followed.
Did therapy change Sally? No.
''Ihadtroublejustgettingoutof

bed and brushing my teeth," she said.
Thepsychiatrists whocameand
went never said depression was the
problem. Rather, it was Sally's family
that first suggested her troubles may
be rooted in something deeper than
rebellion and attitude. They strongly
urged her to talk to a psychiatrist about
trying a drug called Prozac. Reluctantly, she agreed.
"After about a month of taking
Prozac, I starte.d feeling real1y normal," Sally said. ''I stopped having
confrontations with my family, and I
felt more in control of my moods."
Fastforwardayearandahalfto
February 1995. The days of eating
disorders, drugs and gangs are far
behind her. Sally is back in school, a
,linguistics major, and last semester
e.amed straight A's-"even in Japanese," she said proudly. Her family
relationships have never been better.
And what about romantic involvements? The wedding is in July . .
Not all Prozac stories are as
dramatic or successful as Sally's, but
now that Prozac is the second most
commonly prescribed drug in the na-

tion, there is little doubt it has helped
many suffering from depression.
Doubt, though, does exist
whether Prozac is safe or properly
prescribed. And these doubts are of
concern to many students, as young
adults compose one of the largest
blocks of antidepressant users.
Prozac is leading the new wave
of antidepressants, ~which include
Zoloft and Paxil, whose popularity
has surpassed the older model tricyclic antidepressants. Boasting fewer
side-effects and a success rate topping
65 percent, these "happy pills" have
revolutionized and mainstreamed the
antidepressantindustry since Prozac' s
introduction in 1988. Not only doesits
popularity show no sign of slowing,
but the drug is being prescribed for an
ever-wider range of afflictions and
bad habits.
ForinStance: Doyousufferfrom
obsessive-compulsivedisorder?Have
problems with weight control? Prozac
mighi help. What about addictions-smoking? gambling? Prozac may aid
see PROZAC, page 4

Naval officer Keilh Mienhold
covers gays' roleS in military
by BOB VOGEL
News editor

•

"I am, in fact, gay."
Keith Meinhold said these five
words publicly on May 19, 1992, and
they got him a discharge from the
Navy.
Heisbackinservicenow, which
is unusual because he is the first gay
man to be reinstated by the Navy.
Friday night, he told his story to
about 150 people in the Student Activities Center, and urged gay students
to "continue to carry the torch so that
all Americans, including gay and lesbian, will be treated equally."
He told the group about the
events leading up to the public statement that changed his life.
''Ireadin gay and lesbian newspapersaboutwhat was going on, about
the discharges," he said. ''I looked at
my life, as a proud American who
happened to be gay versus a military

service that was persecuting Americans becausetheywere gay, anddoing
it in a way that aciually hurt combat
readiness."
The military' s own research,
Meinhold said, shows thatsome ofthe
most effective people in the mili_tary
are gay and lesbian people.
Meinhold said he felt dutybound to come out because the military was kicking out some of its best,
and also because he took an oath to
"support and defend the Constitution,
against all enemies, both foreign and
domestic."Hesaidhefeltthemilitary's
policy concerning homosexuals was a
"domestic enemy."
In May~992, the military's
policy was under news investigation.
Reporters from ABC's World News
Tonight asked Meinhold to talk because he was in direct contact with a
group that was helping homosexual
men and women who were being
discharged for being gay.

Toadies land in the Possum Kingdom-seep. 9

photo courtesy Mienhold

Navy Petty Officer Keith Mienhold spoke on homophobia in the military as part of Gay,
Lesbian, and Bisexual Awareness Week. A court order reinstated Mienhold to active duty.
This decision effectively ended
In the interview with ABC re- stated him on Nov. 6, 1992.
ButtheNavy_ignoredtheorder, PresidentClinton's ''Don' tAsk, Don't
porter Ken Kashuahara, Meinhold
said, ''I am, in fact, gay." The Navy and he was reinstated only after the Tell Policy," which was adopted earcourt threatened to hold the Secretary lier that year.
immediately discharged him.
At the assembly Friday night,
'Tue next two weeks were the of Defense in contempt
In September 1993, the court Meinhold shared personal informamost nerve-wracking in my life," he
prohibited theDepartmentofDefense tion as well as historical.
said. ''I was devastated."
''People I work with are always
MeinholdtooktheNavytofed- from taking any action whatsoever
eral court Judge Terry Hatter of the against gay and lesbian service memsee MEINHOLD, page 5
U.S. District Court in California rein- bers based on sexual orientation.
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0 Dance Festival
The Orlando City
Ballet will feature the
Fifth Annual Central
Florida Dance Festival
at3p.m.on Sunday,May
14 at the Walt Disney
Ampitheater, in downtown Orlando. Dancers
from the Orlando City Ballet will perform classical ballet excerpts as well as contemporary dance pieces. Admission
is free. In the past, the festiv'11
has included ballet, modern,
jazz, ballroom, musical theater,
and ethnic choreographies from
as many as 15 different studios
and companies.

0 Art Exhibition
The Second Annual "Artistic Expression of Victims of
Crime" Art Exhibition will take
place at from April 23 - 25 at the
Creal de School of Art, 600 South
Andrews Boulevard in Winter
Park. There will be an opening
reception at 3 p.m. on April 23.
Admission is free.

0 Walk for Victims
The Victim Services Coalition of Orange and Osceola
Counties will sponsor a "Walk
for Victims" at 11 a.m. on April
24 at Lake Eola Park in downtown Orlando. Victim Services
providers will have table displays for service information and
all walkers will receive a certificate of participation. For further

r-------------------,

The UCF Career Resource Center offers career
booklets containing career
information on salary, job
searches, internships, and
references from people employed in highlighted careers. The booklets were developed as a joint project of counselors, ~tudents, and industries,
including the government and
nonprofit sections. ·
Booklets are available on
questions please call Mary Ann Marketing, Money and Finance,
McCunn of the UCF Police De- Communications and Entertainment, Public Service: as well as
partment at 823-2425.
booklets .on Gen~ral Career information,
and nontraditional
OEarth Day
jobs,
like
working
abroad and
The UCF Environmental
entrepreneurship.
Society will host Earth Day fesThe booklets also contain
tivities from 10 a.in. to 3:30 p.m.
info~ation
on sending away
on April 19. The festivities will
'
for
a
listing
of
the top 500 sales
include over 20 booths from local
organizations highlighting the and growth companies, as we11
environment. Recycling Rufus, a as personnel contact names, adgopher tortoise puppet, and his dresses, and phone numbers for
companion Digger, a garbologist, sending resumes. For more Infrom the Orlando Science Center formation call 823-2361 or 1will present a short skit on the 800-765-5509.
benefits of recycling. Other feaD Golf Tourney
tures include Kathy Cisneros, the
The Central Florida Chap"Recycling Lady," and U.S. Coast
ter
of
the American Red Cross
Guard Officer Guy Hadly will lead
will
host
the Sixth Annual Calocal school children through
lamity Classic Golf Tournament
crafts and activities.
Two local bands, "Davy from 11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. on
Rocker," and ''.Refried Confusion" May 1. All proceeds wiIJ benwill perform throughcmt the day, . efit the American Red Cross.
and there will be a tree planting For more Information call 332ceremony at 12:20 p.m. featuring. 8200.
UCF president John Hitt.
-compiled by the news editors
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Study indicates jump iri jobless rate for March·
by PETER SZEKELY
Reuters

l

WASHINGTON -Jobcreation slowed to a moderate pace
last month as the nation's unemployment rate rose insignificantly, the government said Friday.
The report from the Labor
Department reflected the weight
of higher interest rates on the
economy .. The number of jobs
outside the farm sector rose by a
somewhat lower than expected
203,000 in March to 115.5 million after a hefty 345,000 jobs
were added to payrolls in February, the department said.
At the same time, the jobJess rate notched up to a seasonally adjusted 5.5 percent in March
from 5 .4 percent in February as
employment gains were unable
to absorb all of the new entrants
into the job market, the department said.
"The economy is not genera ting the number ofjobs necessary to meet the needs of a big
backlog in unemployemnt," said
AFL-CIO economist Markley
Roberts.
Other economists said the
report, the government's first hint
of the economy's performance
in March, confirmed recent indicators showing slower overall
growth, especia1ly in the interest
rate-sensitive manufacturing industries.

"We're certainly seeing the
effects of a pullback in consumer
spending on homes and automobiles that occurred in 1994 and
early 1995," said economist Robert Dederick of Northern Trust
Co. in Chicago.
The report also makes it unlikely the Federal Reserve Board
wrll raise interest rates again anytime soo_n after having done so
seven times since early last year
in an effort to bring the economy
into a "soft landing" that would
snuff inflationary pressures before they have a chance to take
hold.
"It's just about what the Federal Reserve could live with,"
Dederick said of the rep9rt.
Labor Secretary Robert
Reich said he saw no inflationary
press_u re in the economy and was
pleased with steady job growth
that has created in 3 .4 million jobs
in the last 12 months.
"There is no wage-push inflation at all," he told Reuters Financial Television. "Wages are
just bare1y keeping up with inflation."
Average hourly earnings last
month rose 0.3 percent, to a seasonally adjusted $11.33 and were
up 2.8 percent from a year earlier,
the Labor Department said.
Last month's more moderate pace of job growth would have
been even weaker had it not been
for unusually mild weather in
March that added more construe-

tion, amusement and recreatio
industry jobs, the department said.
The number of constructio
jobs jumped by 58,000 in Marc
after declining by 35,QOO in Feb
ruary, while service industrie
added 133,000 jobs, mostly in th
medical, amusement and recre
ation industries.
Temporary employmen
agenices, which had been addin
jobs steadily for several months
lost 35,000 jobs in March, whic
some economists found puzzling.
Manufacturing emp'toy
ment, which had grown solid!
for five months, slipped by 4,00
in March. Economists said th
manufacturingsectoris feeling th
pinch of the Fed's higher interes
rates.
Other indications that th
manufacturing sector is beginnin
to slow were in overtime, whic
slipped for the average factor
worker to 4. 7 hours a week las
month from 4.9 hours in Febru
ary, and the workweek, whit
declined to 41.9 hours from 42.1
hours.
The statistically insignifi
cant gain in the March jobless rat
to 5.5 percent reflects a gain o
149 ,000 job holders last month t
125.3 million, while the numbe
of jobless people increased b
54,000 to 7 .2 million. The size o
the civilian labor force-the tota
number of people working an
seeking work - rose by 203,00
to 132.5 million.

FLORIDA KARATE CENTER
Butler
Plaza

I 67 l-0057 I
.

.

Corner of 436 &
Howell Branch

ATIENTION GRADUATING SENIORS:
Make reservations early
for lunch or dinner

A party of 6 and over will receive a
complimental}' bottle of wine

*

Now Serving Mixed Drinks, Wine,&.. Beer

365-4774

Located at comer of
Carrigan and Alafaya Trail
2 miles north of U CF
on Alafaya Trail
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Students who use Prozac say it hampers sex and drinking habits
PROZAC, from page 1
you in kicking the habit. Ladies, has
PMS become the three most hated
letters in the alphabet? Let's talk. Guys,
do you have difficulty holding back
your temper? What about your orgasm? Well, Prozac could help you
control both.
Despite the variety of uses,
though, the primary reason for prescribing an antidepressan~ is still depression. At the University of Texas,
more than 2,()(() students a year seek
help from the Counseling and Mental
Health Center, where free individual
and group therapy is available.
According to Dr. Gary Morton,
a psychiatrist at the counseling center,
students have many unique stresses
thataren' tfaced by_ the general population.
"Students have many issues of
separation-separation from family
andleavinghome,"Mortonsaid. "Also
the increased responsibility of being
independent and the temptations of
sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll add to the
stress"
Legally, any doctor can prescribeananti-depressant, and Prozac' s
oopularity has prompted many non-

psychiatric physicians to prescribe the
drug for ailments outside the realm of
your typical psychiatric disorders.
''But non-psychiatric physicians are not people who are as famil-.
iar with the medication in terms of
howlongthepatientsneedtobetreated
or what the indications are," Morton
said.
Scary thing is, a veterinarian
can prescribe Prozac. And what's
scarier is that they dcr-problematic
catsanddogsare
now
being
treated with
Prozac. Theultimate Scooby
snack.
So why is
medicati on for
depressi.ves being prescribed to treat so many problems?
Prozac was the first antidepressantto solely target the neurotransmitterserotonin,afocusthat'sconsidered
responsibJe forProzac's success. Unlikemostneurotransmitters,serotonin
is located throughout the brain, ·which
may explain why Prozac effects more
than just depression.
But it's not-the uses of Prozac

that concern skeptics, it's the unknowns-namely, the long-term effects. Willthedrugbeviewed50years
fromnowasthemodemequivalentof
penicillin, or of cocaine?
ThelatterviewisheldbyProzac
critic Dr. Peter Breggin. In his book,
''Tal!cing Back to Prozac," Breggin
notes Prozac's chemical similarity to
speed and recalls how amphetamines
were prescribed in the 1960s to treat
depression in greater numbers than

Prozac today. Only later did the hazards of long-term amphetamine use
become apparent.
On the other end of the spectrum is Dr. Peter Kramer, who has
championedProzacinhisbest-selling
book ''Listening to Prozac."
Writes Kramer: ''It can give
social confidence to the habitually
timid, make the sensitive brash, and
lend the introvert the skills of a sales-

man."
And while the receivers of the
nearly 1 million prescriptions written
each month along with the doctors
writing them may seem to agree, there
is still a certain level of nervousness
surrounding Prozac's long.:term effects. Perhaps it's simply an inherent
cynicism of depressives, but many
feel there must be a price to pay for all
this normalcy in pill form.
Long-termeffectsaside,Prozac
is not without
more apparent
drawbacks. In
particular, the
drug has been
known to hamper ·
a couple of favorite college pastimes: drinking
and sex.
AtleastoneformerProzacuser,
Lillian, stopped taking Prozac because
of these interferences. The recent UT
graduate suffered from chronic depression or, as she puts it, "being
suicidal every day of my life."
During her seriior year at UT,
Lillian sought help from the counseling center. One of the doctors prescribed Prozac, which she took for a
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·

Using a single resume, V•QUEST and the C-BOR System can do just that.
The C-BOR System, developed by Employers and Human Resource Personnel,
provides a nationwide network of companies unlimited FREE access to your resume.
Use the system that Employers have asked for.
and place Your Resume in front
of these companies for
C-BOR, NOT JUST
just pennies a day.
ANOTHER DATA BASE!

CALL TODAY!
"Linking You To Career Opportunities"

1-800-528-4006

few months.
''I guess maybe I felt a little
better," she admits. "But nothing that
noticeable."
What Lillian certainly did noticewasProzac'sinfluenceonhersex
drive.
''It screwed up my sex life, I
wasnolongerorgasmic,"Lilliansaid.
The reduction of sexual sensation and drive is a common complaint
amongusersofantidepressants, though
so:µie males find it increases sexual
endurance. In Lillian's case, the doctor put her on additional medication to
counteract the sexual numbing which,
to her horror, made her gain weight.
If that weren't enough, Lillian
discovereddisturbingthingshappened
when she ignored her doctor's warning and drank alcohol on Prozac.
"Well, you're not supposed to
drink while taking the medication, but
of course I did anyway," Lillian said.
''I would just get totally insane."
Insane how?
She sighs, ''I would get very
aggressive and go up to people to say
things I would never normally say, I
was pretty bitchy. I'd always want to
take off my clothes in public places,
then I'd black out and the next day
people would tell me things I had
done."
Psychiatrists will often need to
try differentantidepressants until finding one that aids the patient with a
minimum number of side effects.
ForLillian, though, enough was
enough. She quit the medication and
still suffers depress~on today. Though
Lillian would consider trying antidepressants again, she is no longer eligible for services at the university and
is reluctantto seek help from the statefunded mental health clinic, which
offers mental health services on a
sliding scale.
Like Lillian, Sally also finds
that Prozac affects drinking and sex
but has a different attitude toward the
inhibitions on her lifestyle.
''I have to watch myself because even just a little bit of alcohol
can unleash my anger so [taking
Prozac] encourages me not to drink,"
Sally said.
In addition to not experiencing the benefits of Prozac, Lillian .
alsodidn'treceive the positive family support and encouragement Sally
did.
Said Lillian: 'They didn't really want to hear about it, they didn't
think I needed to be on medication,
they couldn't understand why I was
so depressed. 'Just get over it,' they
would tell me."
This sort of reaction is why
many people, as exhibited by the
pseudonyms used in this story, are
not comfortable disclosing they use
antjdepressants. Uninfonnedfriends
and family can often view the medication as a dangerous and addictive
drug, even after seeing the improvement displayed by people like Sally.
"I think people are so misinformed that some who would benefit from Prozac don't take it because it's so taboo," said Sally.
"They worry that taking it means
they' re crazy."
Whether it's the social taboo
or fears oflong-term consequences,
many Prozac users are uncomfortable with the notion of ·taking an
antidepressantindefinitely.Butquitting can be a challenging task. While
Prozac and other antidepressants are

see PROZAC, page 5
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Miami Dade County Courthouse haven for voodoo worshipers
Reuters

..

"

MIAMI, - Sorcery has become so rampant atMiami 's county
courthouse that officials have created a "Voodoo Squad," whose job
is to clean up dead chickens, goats
and other voodoo items each morning.
Many of the criminal defendants on trial in Dade County are
Cuban and Haitian natives whG turn
to gods for a little help with their

legal troubles.
"Sometimes we find one
chicken. Sometimes we find three
or four," Raul Guasp, a courthouse
maintenance man told the Miami
Herald in Sunday's edition. ''It all
depends on who is on trial."
The Voodoo Squad canvasses the courthouse grounds early
each morning to pick up dead animals, charms and other objects offered as sacrifices to the gods by
relatives of defendants, thenewspa-

per said. The problem has become
so big that picking up voodoo items
isonaprintedcbecklistthatjanitors
at the Metro Justice Building carry
in their pockets.
Animal sacrifices are common in some neighborhoods of
Miami, where new Caribbean immigrants ask the gods for help in all
sortsofeverydayproblemsandskirmishes, the paper said.
Hexes regularly make their .
way inside the courthouse, too. .

Now that you're ·going to
graduate school, how
do you plan to pay for it?

MEINHOLD, from page 1
But when it comes right down
asking, how I became gay," he said. to it, discrimination is discrimination,
"It's not like someone suddenly flips a Meinhold said. He explained that in
switch and says, 'Oh, well, I'm gay.' 1947,African-Americansweretreated
It takes a long time.
the same way when they were kept out
'When I was young, I didn't oftheNavy because, "past experience
have alot ofrolemodels, so it was hard had shown, irrefutably, that the enlistto see myself as gay," said the native ment of Negroes other than for m~s
Floridian.
attendants, leads to disruptive and unOne of his earliest memories is dermining conditions."
when he was eight. "My parents and I
, Not everyone in the audience
were in Key West on vacation," he was sympathetic with Meinhold.
said. "Being the enlightened ones that George Mattison, 63, a retired Navy
they are, they decided, one evening, Sergeant First Class, said Meinhold's
that we would eat at a gay establish- ''pendulum swings the wrong way."
ment, because they felt the food and
"He adapted to the Navy, the
the service would be better. I remem- Navy didn't adept to him," Mattison
ber being terrorized, going into the said. He added he feels that women
place, because I knew that they were ·"have no business in the military"
gay, and I thought, maybe, there was either.
that one little possibility thatl might be
Despite his negative experience
gay, and that someone might recog- with the Navy, Meinhold still is renize it."
garded by his peers and his superiors
Meinhold said it was thisfearof as a model sailor. He said he gets more
being found out that made it difficult, . support than he needs from his cofor all his life, to come out.
workers.
It is for the same reason that he
Hehas beeniritheNavy forthe
says the Clinton "Don't Ask, Don't past 12 years, and has received several
Tell Policy" has done more harm than promotions throughout his career.
good for homosexuals in the military.
So, what advice did Meinhold
''It is basically a new coat of have for his audience?
paint on an old policy," he said. "It is
Hesaid:"Youhavetokeep [the
a tactic to silence gays and lesbians, Gay and Lesbian Student Union] gobut even more heinous than that, the ing, not just for yourselves, keep it
p0licy can be used to kick out any,one community members and other stuwith the slightest indication of being dents, because they need you, they
gay."
need you really bad."

Ask us.
For Graduate Students

(pursuing all types of advanced
degrees such as law, engineering,
nursing, etc.) The Citi-

Graduate Loan Program
offers Federal Stafford Loans
and our exclusive GradAssist Loan.
And, all of the Citibank Gradua~e Loan Programs offer:
you study or where you currently bank, you can count
on Citibank, the nation's
number one briginator of
student loans, to help finance
your education.
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not addictive and therefore have no
withdrawal symptoms, some have
found Prozac to be their mental life
preserver. And a life preserver is a
difficult thing to let go of.
Phoebe, a photojournalism
junior, is one who did.
After moving to Austin, the
21-year-old found herself friendless in an unfamiliar town. She was
sleeping all day, and doing poorly in
school. Phoebe turned. to Prozac,
but she is quick to point out that drug
didn't cure her problems.
"It didn't really change how
much I slept or how I did in school,"
she explains. "All it did was change
my attitude and make me willing to
try harder, and it didn't happen overnight."
Socially, Phoebe's life was
similarly improved. Some users of
antidepressants find they are less
intimidated by social situations.
''When you' re real depressed
you don't care (about being social)

and don't ever want to do anything,
youjust want to be by yourself," she
said.
After a year of taking Prozac,
Phoebe felt satisfied with her grades,
social life and emotional state. She
decided she no longer needed the
medication.
"I think they' re good for temporary, to get someone out of their
depression, but then they ne~d to be
weaned off," Phoebe said.
Though staying on Prozac is
necessary for some, Dr:Gary Morton
also promotes Prozac as a temporary solution.
''This is not a medication that
people are intended to be on for a
long time," he said.
As for Sally, whose life was
completely transformed by Prozac,
she too would consider qujtting the
medication-but not just yet. For
the time being, Sally is satisfied just
living the "normal" life that for so
long eluded her-going to school,
working a part-time job and, most
important, bejng happy.

• easy repayment,
• low interest rates,
• no application fees,
• an easy application process,
• fast approvals,

For Medical Students

• and one toll-free number
to call for answers to all
your questions.

(pursuing allopathic and
osteopathic medicine).·The

Doctor promotes Prozac
as .temporary solution
PROZAC, 'from page 4

on the courthouse grounds include
corn kernels, which are supposed to
speedupatrialdate;eggs,whichmake
a case collapse; cakes, which_sweeten
a judge's attitude toward a defendant
and black pepper, to keep someone
jailed.
· 'Whydopeoplegoto(theshrine
at) Lourdes? Because they believe it
works,"Floridalntemational University sociology professor Teresita
Pedraza told the .new,spaper. ''It's part
ofareligiousbeliefandvaluesystem."

~--=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--=-~~~~~--=-~~~~~~-O-~-

Meinhold: Clinton's 'Don't
Ask, Don't Tell' policy is
a change for the worse

•

Relativesofdefendantssometimes sneak into an empty courtroom and sprinkle voodoo powder
on the judge's chair or lawyers'
chairs.
Courthouse officials recall
how someone once released a white
pigeon inside a courtroom. And in
another case, two dead lizards . . :. . _
their mouths tied shut with twinewere found during a break in a cocaine trial, according to the story.
Otheritemscornmonlyfound

CitiMedical Loan Program
offers Federal Stafford
Loans and our exclusive
MedicalAssist Loan.

For more information
and an application for a
Citibank Graduate Loan,
call 1-800-692-8200,

For MBA Students

The CitiMBA Loan
Program offer~ Federal
Stafford Loans and our
· exclusive MBAAssist Loan.
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and ask for Operator 256.

CITIBAN<O

Yes! I want more information

Name of Student _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

and an application for the followin g
Citibank Graduate Loans:

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C
C

All Federal Stafford Loans
Citibank MedicalAssist loan

(ja r students of al/opa thic and
osteopathic 111erficine)

C

Statc_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,----_ _ _.Zip _ _ _ __
Tdephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student's Social Security:;----~--------

Citibank MBAAssist Loan

(fo r business st11de11ts)

C

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Apt. _ _ _ __

Citibank GradAssist Loan

(fo r graduate students)

Student is current!)' in

~Graduate School

::J College

Yem of Grnduation _ _ _ _ Field of Study _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of College/Graduate School ---------~-

Ma il this coupon to:
Citibank Student Loans
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948
Ci1ihJnk (Ne" Yor~ St.li d
2S5

Are you a previous student loan borrower?

=::; Yes

::J No

Or for faster service,
call 1-800-692-8200,
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Everyone has his
own cross to bear
Ask writers what drives them to put the pen to the
page, and a slew of answers will come out. Some write
to justify their own trouble childhood, some write to
cleanse the world of some dark stain of evil, and still
more have the vain delusion of being the next Michael
Crichton.
To those outside the field, in engineering, political
science, and computer science, a very different response will come out. Most people think that writers
"don't really do anything" and their work doesn't
amount to much more than apathetic ramblings.
Take, for exainple, the illustrious members of Student Government. Accuse them of any impropriety or
mishandling of student funds, and the cry will go up, "If
you want to change it, do something about it, don'tjust
complain."
Or maybe this one sounds more.familiar: "If you
didn't vote, then you can't complain."
In defense of all writers out there, here is a justificaHon:
Writers write. That's what they do. In order to
change the opinion of the masses, the masses need to be
informed. And the masses don't want to be informed. It
is the responsibility of the writers to somehow make the
reader learn something without the reader finding out.
Writers change things by making others change things.
Don't go up to a writer and say "Anyone can complain."
Just look at how many Letters to the Edi tor come in each
week and you'll know how many people actually take
the time to put a coherent thought on a piece of paper.
Politicians do what they do. They get things done by
calling up favors and kissing up to the right· people.
Engineers and computer science majors get things done
by proving their theories in a scientific environment.
Writers complain and reveal and hopefully educate
and inform. Itis not the writers responsibility to "get out
there and do something." Writers inspire others to "get
out there and do something."
If, by telling the masses what is reaHy going on_out
there, the masses become disgusted and decide to
change the system, then our job has been successful. If
you want to change something that's wrong, use the
powers you have available and do what you can. Don't
accuse others of not doing anything because their methods for change may be different. And don't even try to
convince anyone that nothing's wrong.
We writers may be a bit obsessive·in our manner of
speaking and the way we get things across, but don't
even try to tell us that we're not doing anything.

Chad Brunner
Opinion editor
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Getting the most out of sleep, thanks to Peter

F

r supposedly being the dominant species on Earth,
sometimes I · just have to wonder.
My guess is that other species know how to sleep.
My cat sleeps fine. Every dog I've ever had slept fine. Birds
just tuck their heads under and fall right to sleep. Cows can sleep
standing. I watched my goldfish fall asleep once. lcould tell it was
asleep because of the way its fins moved, almost with a snoring eye like the pre-movie reel at General Cinema. I thought of all
rnythm. They say sharkscan'tsleep, becauseiftheyfallasleepthey the restaurants I haven't been to for a long time. Mom's fried
drown.
chicken, her corned beef dinn.er. The smell of bacon in the
But here we are, the planet's dominant species, and we morning ... ·or Taco Bell. Are you hungry yet?
apparently don't know how to sleep. My thanks to Harry We~l.
Here's one for the books - oh, that's right, it came from a
for his article in The Orl.aJU:W Sentinel. I laughed so hard I had to book, well it must be then. "Stay away from caffeine in the late
hold my sides. Not a day goes by that I don't ask myself, "What afternoon and evening." Well, you know, some people just can't
about this sleep thing?" And now, thanks to Harry, I know. Harry_ , handle their caffeine. I had a roommate once that would drink a
starts his fascinating question and answer article with a side bar Mountain Dew, and speed clean for four hours. Cleaned everywhere he compiled some of the most pressing sleeping issues thing once, and was still speeding, so dirtied it all up again, just to
known to mankind from The Sleep Disorder, by Peter Hauri. Peter have something to clean. I supposed that's not a good thing to do.
must have spent his life working on this one.
Yeah, I can see that. I never thought of that before. Good thing we
"11 RULESFORABETIERNIGIIT'SSLEEP"contained have sleep experts to tc:ll us these things, yep, yep.
some of the most profound grasps of the obvious I have experiNow, I'm a certifiable caffeine addict. I admit it. My father
enced in along time. Did you know, for example, that you should, starts me on coffee when I was about four years old. Sat me in his
"Sleep as mucQ. as needed to feel refreshed and healthy during the lap in-the morning and put a little sugar on a spoon and dipped it
following day?" Now my life is complete. I didn't know thatl was in his coffee. l'Jl never forget it. And I have to have my coffee. I
supposed to sleep enough to feel refreshed ~d healthy. All these don't drink massive amounts, one cup in the morning, one around
years I thought you couldn't have it both ways.
four in the afternoon, and one around ten at night. See, this expert
Here's another tip- this one may surprise you: "Keep the didn't count of the likes of me. I can have a cup of coffee and go
bedroom quiet." Damn. No wonder I have such a hard time . right to sleep. And I drink strong coffee too. Real strong. Put hair
sleeping. I've been trying to sleep with WDIZ playing at top on your chest strong. And sometimes, ifl haven't had my nightly
volume. And just to make it interesting, I put a squirrel in a coffee, I can't sleep.
hamster cage with a really squeaky exercise wheel, and tie my
But the most significant tid-bit of information, and this one is,
hound up just inches from the cage, so he barks really loud. I rumor had it, slated for nomination for the Nobel, "Don't try to fell
like to set my alarm for about half an hour after I go to bed, so asleep. If you can't sleep, get up and do something quietly for a
while until you feel sleepy."
that it can buzz at me all night.
"Keep things cool; an excessively waim room disturbs Of Peter, Peter, Peter. Was this inspired or what? This one
sleep." Oh, I don'tknow. There's something to be said for.heat must have come from some prophetic vision. Thousands of
stroke as a sedative, if you have trouble sleeping. I've always insomniacs each night, laying in bed, trying to go to sleep. It's a
found that half an hour or so in the car, with the windows rolled funny phrase isn't it? Trying to go to sleep. I know I've used the
up, in the sun, can put you right out. Don't have problems phrase. But how exactly does one try to go to sleep? Do you close
waking up every ten minutes either.
your eyes really tight? Is there some sleep muscle that you flex?
"Don't go to bed hungry." I have to agree with that one. Is it like swalloWing, a voluntary response? Tell us Peter, what
I've done that. Of course, It wasn't really my intention to go exactly does this mean?
to bed hungry. It's notlikeI sataioundand pfanned it.I didn't
And I know what's even worse. I just don't understand
say to myself, gee, I think I'll skip supper tonight. I'd really why this onedidn 'teven make itan even dozen. Eleven is such
like to go to be hungry.
an odd number, isn't it? Not like thr~. which, although
It was one of those times, (I know it's happened to you) commonly referred to as an odd number, actually behaves
when I had to eat supper early, because I had to go so~ewhere itself rather well. Lots of reaIIy cool, even numbers are made
around my normal eating time, so around 11 p.m. I started from threes. Sorry, I got off on a tangent. I was saying what's
getting that nagging munchy feeling. But there wasn't any worse...
decent snacks in the house. The left-over pizza was stiff
What's worse than trying to go to sleep, is when you've
enough to crush ice with, the left-over mashed potatoes were been up really late, having a bunch of fun, so you're kind of
all brown, and the cheese was green. But I was tired, and didn't wired, only you notice that it's like three (oh that's where it ties
feel like driving ... so I did it.
in) and you have to be up at 6, so you have to hurry up and go
I went to bed hungry. Then I laid there, contemplating to sleep. I don't know why Peter didn't telI us about that one.
food. All of my favorite treats were popping into my mind's Well, say you heard it here first.

Pat Fox
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- Letters to the Editor

Why Greeks are
useless here at UCF

Stop focusing on the negatives of
Student Government

Cl1acl Bru11ner
EXCUSE ME? ...
For those of you who actually read the Staff Ed about the
"bombing' in Greek Park a few weeks ago, I appreciate the
comments. Not that any of you actually wrote anything, but
at least you did take the time to .actually talk to me.
Some of you out there, though, it seems, don't speak
satire. In the interest of the thinking impaired, let me translate:
The Greek system here at UCF is outdated, and does not
have any place here at an educational institution. The Greek
system promotes discrimination and divisiveness on campus
and extends its greasy tendrils into every avenue of college
life. Whether it's the "Greek section" of the cafeteria or Rush
Week, Greeks continue to separate themselves from the rest
of the masses.
To be perfectly honest, I'm not sure of the exact origins
of the Greek fraternity/sorority system, but I am sure that~it
had little to do with partying and seeing how many friends
you can buy on your parents' budget.
The Greek system here at UCF is based on the concept that,
with the right amount of funding and political backing, anyone
can get themselves into management and government. Actilally,
with the amazing student turnout, funding doesn't really matter.
---As long as you can get enough people to vote for you since you 're
a Greek, then you too can be in office.
In closing, the Greek system itself is no different than any
other outside organization, such as the Rotary or the Masons, and
has no justification for integration into a college environment.

•

I think it is time for this paper to stop constantly
crit~cizing Student Government and start reporting on
some positive projects. Every week it is the same thing:
Student Government sucks, Darin, Kevin and Rob suck,
UCF sucks!
I am tired of this being the way SG is portrayed to
students who aren't involved. I am a hard-working senator, and though I'm not paid, I work very hard to better the
university. But the things I see and do in Student Government are never reported. I think it is time for this paper to
start working tcward making UCF stronger, and this
can't happen if it is consta.ntly being put down. If students
don't like it here at UCF, then maybe they need to
ree.valuate why they are here. Maybe FSU or UF will put
up with the negative attitudes, but UCF shouldn't.
UCF is an awesome school!! Student Government
Senate is a strong branch of SG. All of the senators work
hard to help out the clubs and organizations on campus.
If a~y students want to be involved, they can do what I
did. I went to the SG office and got information about
how to get involved. If a person wants to succeed in life,
he or she must take the initiative.
I think as a student at UCF, we all have responsibilities to better our university. This won't happen if we
constantly work against each other. I think the first place
to start this would be to start showing both sides of the
story. One way to do this would be to talk to everyone in
SG, not just the .main officers.
As for the elections and the charge against Miguel and
Frank, I think everything happens for a reason. The
outcome will work out as an advantage for Student
Government, and Mike Hess will do a great job as
president over the summer. I think this shouldn't be made

into a big deal, instead the papers should get involved
with what the clubs are doing on campus. GLSU week
and Earth Day are two good places to start.

Angel Passailaigue
Advertising/public relations

What aboUt free · refills?
With all being said and about the apathy existing at UCF,
one issue that has really been putting the citizenry up in arms
is the refill-or-no-refill controversy. As one my have noticed
during the SG election, one of the five tickets had the gall to
suggest that the fine dining establishments located on campus should offer to replenish our cup with a liquid of cpoice.
How dare Mike and Woody even make that suggestion,
a service available in every other restaurant/fast-food joint in
the free world? After all, your drink for which you have paid
$2.89 even comes with enough ice to sink the Titanic. Or at
least keep my beer cold when I go to the beach.
Getting back onto the subject, however, it's tough to
see how not offering more than one medium cup of soda
to wash down the mediocre food served at Great Escapes
could be good for business. Miami Subs and Mickey D's
seem to be doing just fine across the street, despite the
spectacle of those souls who visit the pop fountains three
or four times, and come into class with their fingers
" violently tapping their desks as a result of the caffeine
high. Maybe that's what we need to get UCF going. For
everyone to tighten their belts, and disobey our thirst. At
least the coffee machines would be alive and kicking.

Darin Cornell
Mechanical engineering

The last stand of Count Narid and Lady Wandesha at the UCF Green

a

nd so it came to pass in an Undiscovered Country
Faraway, that the reign of the nefarious Count Narid
didst finally reach its sunset. The Count, ·however,
wo
not go quietly into that good nignt. Nay, with the help
of his loyal manservant K vutch and the Lady Wandesha (she
who wouldst rock thy world), Narid vowed to find some
devious plan to prevent Lord Michelangelo and his manservant, Francisco, from assuming the reigns ofpower.
The election of a new ruler has never been as easy task,
and this would prove to be no exception. Rife with challengers and confusion, this simple task begat a mountain of
controversy and strife. Though the date for filing intent hadst
been clearly posted in the town square, only one challenger
had met said deadline; even Count narid himself had forg~tten. Surely, some evil sorcerer hadst cast a spell of bewilder-

ence and self-indulgence. To most, twould seem obvious.
Count Narid, however, vowed to fight, oblivious to the true
reasons for his defeat. Lady Wandesha, equally without a
hint, began to whine in such a fashion that had never been
seen before. "If Michelangelo is able to defeat us, would that
it be on· a level playing field. Tis not fair. I shall rock his
bothered to avail themselves of my most humble ser- world."Mostpeopleignoredherrantings,findingtheladyto
vices." Clearly, an individual who displayed such re- be p~and immature.
sourcefulness and was able to obtain so much value from
us,discoveringthatLordMichelangelodidsterrin
a single g_old piece wouldst make a wise and learned ruler.
not bringing the merchant to the attention of the
However, his thriftiness wouldst later come back to haunt
Ruling Council, he was brought before them for an
him.
offici 1 Inquisition. It seemed at times that Kvutch and
At the final tally, Lord Michelangelo soundly trounced · Franciscornightcometoblows.LadyWandeshairritatedthe
Count Narid and proclaimed victory. The people hadst spo- Ruling Council even further with her inane whining. Finally,
ken. They were weary of the indifference and uncaring Lord Michelangelo came forward. The Ruling Council and the

memontherownforwmein~iliouspu~oo~Thm ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~wd~~~~me~.~~-

was it ruled that an who wished to were anowed to
comMt for the privilege of ruling.
any contenders came forth, butmostofthe
villagers showed little interest in the pro
ceedings. (No doubt due to their lack of
edu a i n.) There were however, some who did.
Even the. court jester, Bristellio, endorsed a mem-

•
•

At the final tally, Lord Michelangelo
soundly trounced Count Narid and proclaimed Victory. The people hadst
l.1:
Th
.s th
Span.en. ey Were Weary 0~ e
indifference and uncaring attitude of Narid

ber or the ruling c1ass with whom he had business
dealings, much toCountNarid'sdispleasure. Hardly
an ethical thing to do, but this election had very little to with
ethics. Whenst the slinging of mud didst end, only Count
narid and Lord Michelangelo remained.
Confident in his ability to control the ruling class, Count
Narid and the Lady Wandesha did nothing beyond the minimum
required to impart his message and extol his virtues, whatever
they might have been. Lord Michelangelo and Francisco, however, did something that Narid and W andesha seemed incapable
of: they used intelligence and resourcefulness. What a truly
insp~·
ed notion!
ord Michelangelo and the faithful Francisco searched far
and wide to find a printer whom wouldst provide them
with a good product at a fair price. This did it come to
pass at such a merchant was discovered, and gladly did he
provide the good nobleman with leaflets to promote his campaign. "I would gladly provide all who seeketh my services with
such a price if they wouldst but ask," he said. "But no one else

attitude of Narid and wisely decided to replace him with
someone who wouldst be more in tune with the needs of the
com~n man. Then, the other shoe didst drop.
oyal K vutch, faithful today of Count Narid, filed a
formal protest with the Ruling Council. He hadst
discovered that Michelangelo hadst used the service
of a rinter the Count narid had not. "This is an outrage," he
cried! "We are not as resourceful as Michelangelo! He hath
displayed a vulgar degree of thrift that is an insult to our
complacency and lack of effort! Besides, he should have told
Count Narid about this merchant! Tis not fair!"
Most i)eople, however, didst find this protest to be rather
humorous. How couldst any reasonable man think that Count
Narid was defeated because of better name recognition?
Truly, if he hadst been a benevolent and caring ruler, his
record wouldst have swept him to victory. However, his
record was sorely lacking, showing a great deal of indiffer-

plainedthatnothinguntowarcthadbeencommitted. His only interests were in being a fair and
compassionate ruler and ending this nonsense.
Indeed,onewouldsthopethatheisasthri:ftywith
thepeople'smoneyashewaswithhisown!There
was no doubt as to who would prevail.
So it would come to pass that Lord

Michelangelo wouldst be insta11ed as the new
rulerofthe Undiscovered Country Faraway, but
only after a fine was levied on him and theimpositionofadelay
in his installation. The will of the people hadst prevailed! The
reign of the vile Count Narid had officially come to an end!
Meanwhile, the Lady Wandesha continued to whine and complain sounding much like a set of nails running over a board
of slate. "I shall protest this to the highest levels of King
John's court in Hittland! Never shall I rest until justice is
donr'"They •re indeed truly blind, those who cannot see.
t , Narid himself still refused to accept their deci
sion. "Tis a sad day when those who violate the rules
can still prevail." How hypocritical, yet expected.
Despi the protes.ts of Count Narid and Lady W andesha, a
new era was about to descend on the people, restoring wise and
caringleadershiptothepeopleofalikethathadne'erbeenseen
during Narid's reign .
Legends say that ifthou standethon the Green, thee canst still
hear the distant sounds of a woman whining ...
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1 Rm in 3/2 Hse. $330 includes
all. 5 min. from UCF, WD, pool,
tennis. Sandy 366-9391
WESLEY FOUNDATION
.------------M/F, N/S to share 2bd/2ba
United Methodist Campus
Condo, W/D, pool, tennis, quiet,
Ministry
close to UCF. $300/mo + 1/3
Student Center Room 206,
util. 671-7191
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM, . - - - - - - - - - - - - SC21 1, Sunday Dinner Group,
Female to share 3bd/2ba with
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study
adult female. 3 min. from
opportunities and much more.
Valencia, 15 min. from UCF.
Steve Binkley, Director
$250/mo. + util. 249-0718
Call 823-5335 for information.
1-----A_l_l_W_e_lc_o_m_e_!- - - - - i M/F Roommate needed for
summer. Furnished 2/bd, 2 min.
FCA meets every Thurs. 7 PM
at WDSC.
from UCF, small pet OK. $245/
mo. Call Heather 658-9364
Call our 24 hr. hotline - 6792645 4 info.

. CLUE:> INFO

I

UCF FOOTBAG CLUB
is in full effect for 1995!
Every Friday at 4:00 PM on

Mac Classic, 4 meg ram, 40 meg

Valet Parking Positions
City Nights Valet, Inc. is expanding and is now hiring runners to
fill valet parking positions at
various locations across Central
Florida. You must be capable of
intense running, have a good
driving record and a great
attitude. We are looking for safe,
careful drivers who know how to
drive both an automatic and a
standard and who know h_o w to
deliver great, friendly service to a
customer. You need to be
available at least (1) weekend
night and one (1) week day or
night per week minimum. Shifts
available around classes and
other jobs. Pay is outstanding.

HD, lots of software, lmagewriter II
printer, complete system, $500.
Dave, 273-5476 or 823-8054 (w)
Jimmy Buffet tickets (2) $30/
pair, St. Pete show, April 15th.
Call 678-3506
Black Sofa & Loveseat, $300,
matching glass-top table and 4
chairs $100. 384-6548

K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735

_m_en_t_.- - - - - - - - PIT Personal Assistant to help
busy executive with shopping,

1

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140

UCF. Some units/small pets
·errands, and various household
okay. Only $ 4? 5/mo., to conscichores and repairs. Must be
· entious renter. 236 -4244
intelligent and motivated.
t-- - - -U-C_F_G_r_a_d-ua_,t_e_s-ee_k_s-to----t Gender irrelevant. Ref. req. Exp.
1993
For more info: 281-4438
sublease 1 or 2 betjroom apt.
not. Flexible hours. Salary neg.
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 From May 15 _August 15. Please
Reply to 1627 Baltimeore Dr.,
call 699-1794
Orlando, Fl. 32803
UCF DIVE CLUB
Mtg. Wed. 4/12 from 5:30ATTENTION ATHLETES/
7:30PM, at Kelsey's Pizzaria,
STUDENTS
across from UCF campus near
Get$ to train. $10-$30 per hr.
UC? Theater. All welcome. $10/
Rickshow Tours of Winter Park.
semester. Discount dives,
Outgoing people call 672-0052.
Marketing Rep. Work on top
equip., rentals. Sign up for Shark
team promoting Fortune 100 Co.
dive mid-April. Call 382-8007 for
Services at local events. Full
info.
training. PIT $5.50/hr. + bonus.
....G_a_y_,-Le_s_b-ia_n_,B-i-se_x_u-al-S-tu_d_e-nt---4 Call 800-592-2121 ext. 425

1--------------1
CAMPUS A.CTION FOR
ANIMALS
Meeting, Monday, 4-17-95 in
S.C., Room 211, 3-4 PM

RESTAURANT looking for
servers, host. Expo. Call Jeff,
834- 3621 for appt.

CAMP COUNSELORS
. Come to Maine for the summer!!
Camp Administrator on campus
meeting with interested applicants for positions in Riding,
Waterskiing, Roller-Hockey,
Windsurfing and Tennis. Great
Female to share 3/bd home. 5
miles from UCF. $200 incl. all. + • opportunlties ... great experiences!
meal. 834-5112 Iv. msg.
Call today: 407-896-9255

GET CASH!!
$50 - $300 - Checks held till
payday. 678-1535

PARTYING BECOMING A
PROBLEM!
The Breaking The Chain Group of
Alcoholics Anonymous meets
every Monday and Wednesday at
noon. UCF Student Center Rm.
211

PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,
time, alarm clock. Only $10. 407834-5400

LONG DISTANCE CO. seeks
aggressive self-starter for UCF
rep. Great money. 426-8118

MOVING SALE, everything must
go!! 249-3975 leave msg.
Love Seat with end table.
Excell. cond. $65 OBO. Call
Kevin at 366-2384
Couch , Loveseat & Chair,
textured fabric/earth tones. ALL
FOR $225, 381-2637 ask for Kim
.
MAC llCX, 8 meg ram, 110 meg
HD, brand new color monitor, lots of
softw~re, RasterOps 24 bit color
card, more, $1000. Dave, 273-5476

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
since 1986 for all your student
needs. IBM and laser equip.
Sameday service avail. Call
277-9600

AUT06

UCF NEWMAN CLUB
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass Sunday 11 AM, PH 115,
Club Night, Thurs. 7:30 PM

Union meets Tues. 9 PM - TR
542; Room 101
ALL. WELCOME!

TYPl6T6

Absolute Perfection
Since 1981
fast, accurate typing, reasonable
rates. Rush projects accepted.
Call 578-9511
88 Jeep Cherokee, 4 cyl. 4 door,
great car. $4500 OBO. 273-3658 • - - - - - - - - - - - WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in Resumes with
'82 Toyota Tercel $600 080.
cover letters. FAST
Good cond. Nikki 381-2646
679-4836

Only clean cut, honest,
hardworkers need apply. Call
(407) 849-0670 to set appoint- .

The Grass in front of Ed. Bldg.
LARGE 2bd/2b~ Townhouse,
For more info call
1260 sq. ft., nice carpet, fresh
_ _ _ _2_7_5_-1_6_1_3_ _ _ _ 1 paint, W/D hook up. 300 yds from

April 11. 1995

:

Pb..Q.60NAL6
S/W/M, attractive, .romantic, 38,
looking for S/W/F 24-30 for
friendship and possible relations!lip ~nd who likes movies and top
40 music. Phone 843-5901

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
- Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
. Contact EMS I-DP Services
876-0080
Desktop Publishing by Claire
Very professional, very quick
· very reasonable. 14 yrs. exp.
Macintosh & Laser Printer
380-2162 .
A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call _366-7123
Professionally Prepared Resumes & Term Papers. 24 hr.
service available. Laser printer.
Ph. 359-897 4

Fast Accurate & Next to
Campus! Call Cherie for your
typing needs.
359-9203
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Do you enjoy helping people?
How about planning or marketing events?
Are you thoughtful about healthy choices
for yourself and others?
Want to make a positive difference at UCF?
Jo in SWAT and apply to be a

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
Training and Retreat this summer
Employment 12-15 hours per week
for Fall 1995 and Spring 1996

Application Deadline
Friday, April 14
at the
Campus Wellness Center
823-5841

~

~

by JIM MARTIN
Music critic

It has taken nearly a year since
the release of The Toadies' first major
label album on Interscope Records for
them to reap the rewards of the big
boys' PR hype.
Now downtown Orlando can also
feel the rewards of The Toadies in
concert 8 p.m. Wednesday night at The
Edge.
Radio stations have found "Possum Kingdom" to their liking and have
put the punk-rooted foursome on the
map.
Although Todd Lewis, Darrel
Herbert, Mark Reznicek and Lisa
Umbarger hail from the same stomping grounds as the punk phatboys, Offspring and Green Day, the Southern
Cal gang has developed a unique clique.
Their first cut to gain national
popularity has the semblances of a Jim
Morrison-style ballad. It has a sort of
psychedelic twision the usual hardcore
punk sound.
After touring with SAMIAM
about a year ·ago, with a stop at The
Edge in downtown Orlando, The Toadies planned to be in another tour as the
opening act earlier this year.
The word was that they were
going to open for Bush and then The

AJ.)ril 11, 1995 F-9

Cult, but neither happened. After a
long haul, they decided to drop out of a
few later dates. It may also be that, due
to their recent success, they have the
ability to headline a venue the size of
The Edge on their own.
What will make the Wednesday
night event special is that it will be as
inexpensive as a local show should be.
With the short warning and quick
-announcement, the Edge has made the
cover charge a mere $5. The best part is
that The Toadies are playing tomorrow
night, which is the all-you-can-consume
draft night.
Rather than shove the crowd out
into the shed and force them out the back
door after the show, the Edge crew has
combined the evening's drink special
with the band. Included in the show's
five-bill cover is all the cheap beer you
can drink. Naturally you're not going to
get Heineken, but what do you expect?
Opening for the old Toad-heads
are a local favorite, Pendulum Swing
with the dude, Bob, from Waxtree playing ba5s.
Pendulum is a phat-funkadelic
phenom from the local club scene and is
preJ?aring a single sometime this summer.
Check out the show and get there
about 8 p.m. so you can kill all the free
beer wssible at the Edge.

The Toadies will host a beer-drinking fiasco at The Edge tomorrow night.

I

I
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Let us provide:
The Bar, Bartender, Beer, Wine & Mixers!
*Ask about

Liquid Bartender Catering

(407) 275-2759

Friday's Front Row®Sports Grill is for people who love sports. Who live and breathe
sports. Eat and drink sports. So this is where they come to enjoy the only thing more
nourishing than the big win- terrific food from our classic American grill . We're the
all-family, all-sports restaurant where fun is the main dish-for our guests and employees alike. So if you're into work that feels like play and major league career opportunity,
then join us. And score on the job of a lifetime!

BEEPERS

AS LOW AS

Starting at

$549*AMONTH

$29.95*

• W AITERs/WAITRESSES • HosTs/HosTESSEs ·

r

& PREP COOKS

uc.F .

.R
B·EEPE
· · •· · .
. . \

- · \ deS. •

"'- \ nC U

'

s7999* .'

• 2 Mos. Service
•Activation
Clock • 16 Memory
•Vibrator •Time Stamp

Sf! EQ \.Ab

Apply in person!
Monday-Fridjty, 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Saturday, 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
8126 International Drive
at the corner of Sand Lake

Bar or CASH Bar Specials!

BARTENDER FOR HIRE

Here, life's a game ·
& work's a hall!

• BARTENDERS. LINE

~PEN

FREE
.
Leather case & Cham
,

r-------------------,

1

Bring in Your Beeper and Get:
• FREE RE-CRYSTAL &

1

:

• FREE ACTIVATION*

:

L ~ .!_o.~_r!'!!t~~a~!e.f.e!.-.!".!!~!!!!.~~~.J

. kp
I WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD!
Q u1c
age nc.
wE DELIVER!

•

We also recrystal NEC, PANASONIC, UN/DEN, and MAXONS
We ensure equal opportunity for everyone!
© 1995TGI Friday's Inc.

Fern Park
703(} S. HWY 17-92
407-831-KWIC (5942)
(Across from old K-Mart)
•some restrictions apply

Deltona
2063 Saxon Blvd.
904-789-3339
(Saxon Place)

WE BUY BEEPERS

.,

Student Bargains
Save more. It's been rented before •.
Sleeper & Chair Sets ......... from
5-Pc . o·mette· Sets .............. from
3-Pc. Occational Tables ., ... from
Full Bed Sets ...................... from

$199.99
$99.99
$59.99
$59.99

Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss'these savings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
Sat. 10am-5pm

take ~a

CORT
FURNITURE RENTAL

CLEARANCE CENTER

fODl
L . - ---

-~

plan and get .

a-higher score ...

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question.

282-- 0505

$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Deliver!

25¢ Wings
Monday - Friday 11 - 5
All Day and Night Saturday

F~12
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Once Upon a Time

Dave Stewart

de Schmog

Wilco

Once Upon a Time
(fruama I Interscope)

Greetings from The Gutter
(EastWest)

Kiddie Wonderland
(Disclexington Prouductions)

A.M.

(Sire/Reprise)

First I saw this album with the
Truama label and I felt a little sick.
That means these guys are label mates
with Bush, the most disgustingly unoriginal bandoftheyear(orlastyear).
After I popped it in, I was pleasantly surprised. Almost in the style of
the Cramps, Once UponaTime, broke
out with a satirical, but somewhat
truthful song titled, "God," which is
about a vintage Saturday Night Fever
Travolta type who claims he's God.
The rest of the album tapers of
(and quickly at that.) Nothing returns
to back up the first track, bring the
thoughts of "Once Upon a Time I
probably should have bought Janette
Napaliatano sings the Best of Jesus
Jones."
-Rob Thomas

Dave Stewart is the man.
There isn't much else to say. When
you are the driving force behind
one of the most influential bands of
the early eighties-The Eurythmics- and your first proper solo
album has contributions from
Bootsey Collins, Lou Reed, Lady
Miss Kier, and Mick Jagger, that's
it, you' re the man.
Stewart's delivery on this
album becomes apparent on the
first song. He already pegs the future style of music two generations
before it actually exists. It's this
kind of classic music savvy that
will always keep Stewart on the
cutting edge.
-Miki Anderson

De Schmog is an album that
sat in a pile of about 27 CD's on my
desk. In those 27 CD's it ended up
being the fourth or fifth best.
Included in this stack were major
label stuff that I personally would
buy.
Kiddie Wonderland is a poppy
romp littered · with surf guitar and
mockingly operatic male/female vocals. As quirky as Wire, and as cool as
anything you'd hear WPRK. The best
song on the album is "Weed," a weird
little ditty taken from-the point of view
of a big hooter. If you can't find it in
our little culture void (Horida,) write
·~o Disclexington Prouductions, 233
Portland, Houston, TX 77CJJ6.
-Rob Thomas

What is going on with the Tom
Petty ' imitators? The guy finally
achieves ''Rock God" status and everyone decides to copy him: First Pete
Drodge and now Wilco.
Wilco is the latest Reprise
release headed by Jeff Tweedy,
former front man Uncle Tupulo.
When Uncle Tupulodisbanded early
in 1994, he decided to "carry on the
work that was started by Uncle
Tupulo."
My guess is that he had two
more records to make on his contract and farted an album out as
quickly as he could. The album's
musicianship is fine, but it's like
eating dry toast without water.
-Miki Anderson

·

Tanita Tikaram
Lovers In The City
-(Reprise)

I'm as big of a fan of British
music as anyone, but I seriously don't
see what's up with Tanita Tikarim. It
probably stems from a belief of mine
that says that lyrics are good, but not
when it's theonlythinggoing for you.
NME (New Music Express,
for those who thought STP changed
their name) said Tanita was "worthy
of sharing lunch with Tori, Bjork, or
Kate Bush." The thing that separates
these three truly great artists from
Tanita is that they have the composition skills, coupled with incredibly
original lyrics.It's unlike Tani ta, where
the jukebox next door is laying down
more of beat then her.
The album was produced by
Thomas Newman, who scored the ·
moviesScentofa Woman, and Fried
Green Tomatoes. This explains why
the only reason people would play this
album is if they could find a coffee
house with horribly pretentious poetry, or to play it when you leave you
home so your cat won't get lonely

>

-Miki Anderson

Various Artists

If I Were A Carpenter
(A&M)

If!Were a Carpenter has a very
unique characteristic: It is about the
only tribute album that does the artists
being honored justice. The album as a
whole really doesn't give Karen and
John their just due but, since most
tribute albums sme1l through their
mylar wrappers, this one shines like a
superstar.
Speaking of Superstars, Sonic
Youth's version of the Carpenter's
"Superstar" was thefirstsingleand the
best song. Nauseatingly close to the
original, The Cranberries tum in (They
long To Be) Close To You. Bettie
Serveertdo the bestjob in keeping their
characteristic sound, while playing a
song that was written by someone else
on ''For All We Know." Grant Lee
Buffalo finishes off the album with a
strong rendition of "We've only just
begun." If I Were A Carpenter I'd ...
well I won't say it. J" M .
- 1m artm

Whichever direction you decide to
$400 Cash Back or when you buy or lease a new 1994, 1995
take, we can help you get there in style,
or 1996 Ford or Mercury car, minivan or
a Special A.PR~
with a brand new Ford or Mercury.·
light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
If you're a graduating senior, or a graduate student,
See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer or
you can get $400 Cash Back or a Special A.PW*
call 1-800-321-1536 for details.

.
Ill
I
I
ED

I

LINCOLN

Mercury filJ

·special Annual Percentage Rate alternative not available on leases, Customer Option Plan or Red Carpet Option Plan . ..To be eligible, you must graduate with a bachelor's degree,
or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/ 1/93 and 9/30/95. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 10/1/94 and 9/30/95. Some vehicle eligibility restrictions apply.
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The UCF crew club positions themselves for state championships

University
Apartnients
Across from UCF!
*Under New Management*
Now Pre-leasing for August Occupancy
We offer spacious 2 bedroom
from $425

1 1 12~ bath

• Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus
• Covered Parking
··Laundry Facilities
•Pool
•Central Heat and Air Conditioning

photo/SOLARES

The UCF women's crew club has had an extremely succesful season and are hoping
that it will culminate in a national championship t~is year.

D UCF takes first
place in four events
but finished second
overall behind FIT.
by SHANNON POLYAK
Staff writer

The UCF crew club competed
in Melbourne this weekend for the
Governor's Cup; unfortunately for the
Golden Knights, they weren't able to
bring it home again this year. .
The overall points trophy went
to the Florida Institute ofTechnology,
which also sponsored the race.
Race courses are usually 2,CXXJ
meters and can take an average of five
to six minutes to complete. This race,
however, was a l,CXX)metersprintthat
seemed to require less endurance, lots
of speed, and could take anywhere
from three and a half to four and a half
minutes to finish.
Racing conditions for the day
were rough, but there was a wind
. moving the boats throughout their
races.
UCF was able to take ~t place
in four events, including the women's
varsity lighweightfour, women's frosh
eight, men's frosh four and the men's
frosh eight.
In the women's varsity open
eightevent, the lighweighteightplaced
second and the open eight finished
strong ahead of Stetson to take third
place.
UCF' soverall performancewas
definitely a step in the right direction
heading into the state championships.
The team was able to take second and third in the women's varsity
open four and a ·third and sixth in the
women's frosh four.
By the time the men's varsity
open eights had raced, the water had
become too rough to continue racing,
so during the break. the course had to
be moved to the opposite side of the
bridge.
The men's varsity took third
behind HT and Sarasota.
"It was difficult to row in such
rough water," said David Rhoden, a
member of the UCF men's crew club.
'Tm just hoping that our state race wiJI

be much calmer."
The final collegiate event of
the day was the women's · lightweight eight, who were fortunate to
race on a calmer course.
As UCF was battling for a
first place finish, someoftheirequipment on the boat broke, allowing
only seven people to continue rowing. Thisleft UCFwithathirdplace
finish behind RT and Stetson.
"Once the equipment broke,
the remaining people pulled that
muchharderforthe girl thatcouldn' t
row," said Sonja Koehn, the
cox wain of, the lighweight eight
boat. 'Wehungwiththeotherboats
fora while but wecouldn'tlast with
only seven. We definitely feel
cheated."
·
The team is training_ hard for
their remaining races which could
lead to another National ·
Champonship title and ~ome more
recognition.
Next weekend, the UCFcrew
club will compete in Tampa for the
state championships.
~------------'

UCF

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-4097
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Solon

Office Hours (M-F) 9-5pm

A Su~mer Experience
You'll Never Forget!
.

_

As a counselor at

YMCA Camp Wewa, you can:
• ·Make a difference in hundreds of children's lives
• Enjoy ten weeks of fun on 60 beautiful acres with
an outstanding staff
• Teach waterskiing, archery, rappelling, canoeing
and more

Call .(407) 897-1411 to apply!
MEDICAL CAREERS CAN MOVE
FASTER IN 1HE AIR FORCE.

·

..

Join the Air Force and see how fast your medical
c.areer ran move, whether you're a physician or psychologist ... dentist or physical therapist.
In each area of expertise, you'll find a professional
medical envirorunent where the needs of the patientnot cost of treatment-come first. You'll be eligible to ·
apply for eaucational assistance to advance your
c.areer. And enjoy an excellent compensation/benefits
package, including :l> days vacation with pay each
year.
Plus, you'll take every step of your c.areer as a commissioned officer-standing proud, confident and
assured that the best career step was the first one:
joining the Air Force.
Discover the rewards yourseH. Call
USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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Golden Knights sweep Georgia State en.route to 23rd straight victory
D Adam Johnson
h~d three dingers,
and Chad Sheffer
added two during
the weekend series.
by MARC LOYD
Staff writer

photo/SOLARES

UCF's versatile pitcher, Steve Golden, has been useful out of fhe bullpen and as a starter.

Twenty-three wins in a
row - career wins 699, 700,
and 701 for head coach Jay
Bergman - and seven monstrous homeruns.
. These are some of the
amazing feats that took place in
Georgia this weekend as the UCF
Golden Knights swept a three-

---------------------------------~-------------~

College Life: .
A Few Things To Know
' }

w~;,h of.f-cQ~pl.4s
booksf4't-t w; II b~y back .yoi.Ar
!,\fed $'i.r .te1Hooks for more tJ.tt~n 2.Sq -e4.ch.

KNOW:

,,

~ fJ OW: \.v~j Ch
p·12?.~

it'~ ·-f ret ,,
plcice Qlw'-'yS tqk_es exactly 31 ,...·,nutes.
11

0

30-J'r\ 1ruAfeS'- Or-

~NOW: which evi I,
'tl.4arter-eQtin9 lau~dromai'
m4Ck 1htS -+o avoi".
0

KNOW TUE C.ODE;
IT ALWA'/J c.0.5TJ lf.5J 'TMAll 1. . 100 ... c.OllfCtj~
Hey, on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it's not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about being wise
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT. It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT. Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money. You'll be glad you did.
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ALWAYS COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT:

Ana: Your lt.ue Voice."

' Promotions excluded 1-800-COllECT"' is a service mark of MCl
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game series from the Panthers of
Georgia state.
As if there is not enough
pressure with the winning streak
and being nationally ranked, the
Knights had to take on a tough
Georgia State team in their own
back yard.
"We just don't talk about
the streak at the game. We just
take it one game at a time and
don't worry about the pressure,"
pitcher Rich Lawrence said.
Flamethrower Jay Veniard
(7-1) got the starting assignment
in Friday night's series· opener.
After giving up three runs
in the seco~d (two earned),
Veniard made sure the Panthers
would not see homeplate again.
The junior pitcher threw with a
vengeance by. slowly declawing
the Panthers one batter at a time.
Veniard pushed his record to 7-1
as he struck out nine and gave up
just three hits.
Rightfielder Adam "Sledge"
Johnson and catcher Scott Loubier
each homered and designated hitter Brad King knocked in three
runs in addition to leading the
Golden Knights to a 14-3 crushing of the Panthers.
"I've just really been seeing
and hitting the ball well recently,"
King said .
In game one of Saturday's
doubleheader, Johnson went deep
once again connecting on his second homerun of the series, and
leftfielder Tony "Hammer"
Marrillia snagged two hits to pace
the Golden Knights en route to a
7-4 victory.
The Panthers were in
trouble from the start once the
first batter stepped up to the plate
and saw head coach Bergman .
had called on strikeout king Rich
Lawrence (4-1) for game one.
The hard throwing junior
struckout six over five innings
while giving up just three ear.ned
runs.
"I just kept throwing strikes
and let them put the ball in play,
and our defense took care of the
rest,"Lawrencesaid. "Everybody
is just pitching and hitting well."
The Knight's night cap had
a happy ending as well, as the
,,., .
Golden Knights dismantled
Georgia State 12.:3 on four
homeruns.
Leading the attack was
FSU transfer shortstop Chad
Sheffer, who went downtown
twice. Johns~m put out his third
of the series, and centerfielder
Alex·Morales capped off the scoring entourage with a <linger of his
own.
Pitcher Craig Cozart
jumped his win total up to seven
withjust two losses by throwing
five strong innings.
The Georgia State pitching
staff was just no match for the
big bats of the Golden Knights.
The Knights scored 33 runs
on 31 hits including seven
homeruns in the three-game
sweep of the Panthers.
The Golden Knights will
try to extend their streak Tuesday as they travel to South Florida
to take on the Bulls.
Sports writers wanted for
the summer. Call Jason
Swancey at 823-8054.
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Look to the Future sports section for Orlando
Magic coverage thr.ou_g hout the season.

Run and
Gun

University Mobil
Your one stop automotive need

The Run and
Gun Flag Fo~_t.
ball Toumament registra•
tion deadline is
quickly ap•

r-----~-------------,

:

$19.95

·

1

:

L-------------------~
Free medium fountain drinks with
any purchase

~

677-7988

(M@bil)

University Mobil
4009 N. Goldenrod
Corner of University & Goldenrod
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, : Oil filter, 9~point safety check :

proaching~

Registration is
$150 per fiveperson team,
..
and all registra- ·
tions must be
received by
April 12, 1995,
in order to ensure your
:
teams enrollmentin the
fourth annual
Run and Gun
flag football
tournament.
...
The contest,
which will be
....
held at the
Central Florida
Fair Grounds,
includes team
• play in addition
to individual
punt, pass and
• kick contests.
Any further
questions
.. should be directed to
.,
Michael Rose
at (407) 8980798.

1

SPECIAL
OIL CHANGE
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,
we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are
tax-defer-red annuities designed to help build
additiona.l assets - money that can help make the
difference between living and living we!! after your
working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted fr~m
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes
right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them
as income. That can make a big difference in how
painful your tax bill is every year.

E

As the nation's largest retirement system, we
offer a wide range of allocation choices - from
TIAA's traditional annuity, with its guarantees of
principal and interest, to the seven diversified
investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.
What's more, our expenses are very low, i:< which
means more of your money goes toward improving
your future financial health.
To find out more, call our planning specialists at
1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA
information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that
shows you how much SRAs ca11>lower your taxes.
Call today-it couldn't hurt. ·

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. SM
• S111111111r1I c; P1w· ;, /11,111r1111a Ri1t1i1.t1 A1111fv.•i.1, 1994; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipper-/Jirat1w 'Al111fytimf /)a/11, 1994 (Quarterly). CREF
certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information. including charges and expenses,
call i 800-842-2733, ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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